Don’t Get Caught in the DARK!

Total Solar Eclipse 2024

Janet’s Planet
GET LOUD

It’s ALL ABOUT TOTALITY!
Cosmic coincidence

The Sun’s diameter is 400x the Moon’s diameter, but the Sun is also 400x farther away from Earth!
SHARE ECLIPSE STORIES
SAFETY! SAFETY! SAFETY!

Do Not Look Directly at the Sun!

Eclipse glasses
Not sunglasses!
**PAPER ECLIPSE GLASSES**

Eclipse Shades™ are absolutely safe for direct viewing of solar eclipses and transits. Made by Rainbow Symphony, recognized by NASA as producing certified safe eclipse glasses and viewers.

$0.45 - $1.95 ea. (min. order of 10)

---

**PLASTIC ECLIPSE GLASSES**

Just as safe as the paper Eclipse Shades™, but with a plastic, wrap-around frame. Made by Rainbow Symphony, recognized by NASA as producing certified safe eclipse glasses and viewers.

$14.95

---

**HAND-HELD VIEWER**

Don't want to wear glasses? Use this hand-held viewer to safely see the Sun. 3" x 5", with a 1" x 4" aperture. Made by Rainbow Symphony, recognized by NASA as producing certified safe eclipse glasses and viewers.

$0.45 - $1.95 ea. (min. order of 10)

---

**LAMINATED VIEWER**

The Solar Shield™ is larger and sturdier than the regular hand-held viewer. 8.5" x 5.5", with a 2" x 4" aperture. Made by Rainbow Symphony, recognized by NASA as producing certified safe eclipse glasses and viewers.

$4.95
GET LOUD

Involve your community
The sun’s glorious corona is composed of hot, rarified plasma with a temperature of 1 to 2 million degrees Centigrade. It is only visible during a total eclipse when the Moon hides the Sun’s brilliant disk.